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Abstract— Cloud has transformed the way of learning, 

sharing the knowledge, dealing and storing the data among 

the knowledge seekers and Provider. In this paper a Cloud 

based ELMS (E-learning management system) architecture is 

proposed and designed, which make learning system more 

effective and interactive. This E-learning system is deployed 

using Real Cloud i.e. Amazon EC2 and S3,for an academic 

purpose targeting VTU M Tech Final year students. This 

architecture of cloud consists three layer PAAS, SAAS and 

IAAS .Application layer consist of ELMS system which is 

developed using WBT(web based technology) .ELMS is used 

interact between students, faculties and university. Layer 

consisting of CMS, in act as platform to ELMS and 

components needed for integration between cloud and 

application. ELMS classified into layers such as LMS, QRPS 

and AMS[i]. Infrastructure layer consist of centralized cloud 

database, replacing traditional database with cloud database. 

The cloud had also over ruled the traditional client server 

system and focuses on distributed e-learning system. Cloud 

provides virtualization, improved improbability and cloud 

monitoring services which make cloud more realistic than 

client/server system. The Proposed architectures designed 

also gives opportunities for small enterprises/university sell 

the learning materials or products through e-commerce. In 

terms good profit can obtained. The final outcome emphasis 

all application/tools working suitably Co-operated with the 

integrated components successfully. Comparison between 

traditional Client server and cloud is also shown. Moreover 

this ELMS is developed targeting to create a class room 

atmosphere away from a class. Since cloud uses pay per use, 

it has reduced the cost that a board/institute has to pay. 

Proposed architecture is designed to store, view, and share, 

reuse and load learning resources with cloud. This paper 

deploys a project working on live cloud. Hosting CMS 

(content management system)  into cloud and WBT acting on 

the client side of ELMS. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day’s cloud had made knowledge sharing resources 

more scalable, compatible, flexible and interoperable .Cloud 

had reduced the complexity of sharing retrieving and storing 

the data[5][13]. Cloud provides enormous  

Internet services such as computing, storage 

application and platform [1][2][4][5][6.] 

The intimated Architecture provides academic platform for 

M-Tech VTU students and researches for distinct education 

which are in curriculum.  

Madhumathi Gopinath Ganapathy in their paper 

[11] had put up an idea deploying E–learning system on cloud 

environment. Adapting   for university level but actual 

implementation strategy was not considered. In order to 

balance the utilization of recourse we need scalable and 

elastic framework [10], which can be provided for university 

through cloud infrastructure. 

Basically Cloud architecture consist three layers 

Infrastructure as a service(IAAS) [1][2][3][4], Platform as a 

service (PAAS) [1][3][4], Software as a service 

(SAAS)[1][2][3][4] as shown in the fig[1].  

CMS is platform used to deploy and design user 

interface [8][9]. Role of CMS [Content Management System] 

is to act as platform where WBT[web based technologies] 

applications [3]can been developed and shared. It acts as 

shared repository to develop web pages or contents .ELMS is 

designed and developed on CMS.CMS provides 

compatibility between ELMS and cloud database.WBT 

consists of tools needed to develop web pages. The intimated 

framework with new technology is feasible with cloud simple 

web2.0 layer [2][3][6][7] and learning resources. 

Learning interest of student may differ from student 

to student likewise few students may not be interested in few 

subjects they might have different field of interest ,E-learning 

systems have turned boon to those who wants to study 

voluntarily and enhance their knowledge and can experience 

a class atmosphere away from class. Recently many schools 

and colleges started their own set ups for sharing resources 

among the students faculties and administrators. 

This paper proposes a system named ELMS.ELMS 

composes of 3 layers .Learning Management system(LMS), 

Query result performance system (QRPS) and Assessment 

management system(AMS).LMS handles all learning 

materials such as courses syllabus which student can choose, 

also includes assignments material. QPRS acts as frequent 

query discussed between the student and faculties , where 

faculties can manipulate actual interest shown by the student 

in entire process in terms of their process completion .AMS 

manipulate the capabilities of student based on their 

knowledge generating test[2],it uses  computer adaptive 

testing (CAT)[3]. 

 
Fig. 1: Architectural layers of cloud ie SAAS, PAAS and 

IAAS. 
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Previously  Manop Phankokkraud[3] in his paper 

had explained about e-learning system on cloud however it 

has overcome many drawbacks of client/server system and 

web based technologies implemented showed system more 

interoperable , scalable and flexible. But lacked in showing 

up business opportunity which can be collaborated with the E 

learning .E-commerce is introduced in this system where it 

gives wide opportunity to organization, student and faculties 

to sell their materials. Woo-commerce plug-in is integrated 

along with third party host where it creates a payment 

gateway with banks. Thus provides wide opportunity to the 

end users to earn. Enhanced feature are proposed in this paper 

here faculties and student can interact more precisely .And 

faculty can also keep track of the students activity create 

forums, groups etc.  

The reminder of this paper is organised as 

described.In section 2 Proposed architecture,and logic design 

of ELMS.Section 3 includes Implementation of the proposed 

system using Real Cloud.section 4 consists of results and 

analysis.in final section includes conclustion and future work 

and limitations of clouds in E-learning sytem. 

II. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

The proposed architecture is show in Fig 2 Architecture can 

classify into 4 basic categories. A) Cloud provider B) ELMS 

C) End users D) third party hosting. Each layer performs 

specific task. 

A. Cloud Provider: 

Cloud provides lots of benefits for end users in terms of 

flexibility, storage, ease of access and cloud pay per use is a 

cost effective. Organization or end users have to pay only for 

what they have used. Consider the example, certain e library 

utilization in a college. It will be used more during exams 

internals idle receiving high workloads, otherwise server will 

be idle receiving high workloads. This draw back can be 

overcome by cloud technology 

Only required resources can be utilized and also 

reduces workloads-learning system is implemented on 

Amazon EC2 .virtualization of server is key role of cloud 

.Instances are launched and required components are 

integrated or migrated to and fro on cloud. It provides 

platform, infrastructure and services for developers.  

Cloud database have n times more capacity than 

normal database. Cloud database service system delivers 

database functionality, management of database instances 

and inculcates service elasticity. 

B. Elms: 

E – Learning Management System is designed and developed 

on CMS which is integrated on cloud. Components of ELMS 

are LMS, QPRS and AMS, logic diagram is shown in Fig 3. 

LMS is main course page which includes course category, 

course description, Units, Moduless, syllabus, and course 

duration. 

 
Fig. 2: Proposed architecture of E-learning on cloud 

Students communicate with LMS by passing some 

parameters. QPRS stands as discussion forum between 

student and faculty and also performs as classifier decision 

tree .This layer consist of decision algorithm for retrieving 

questions from question bank. QPRS facilitates  faculties who 

can keep track of students and their level of interest .Results 

are shown in terms of percentage in future graphical 

representation may also be considered.AMS [3] its test 

generating component based to test the student performance 

based on examination, badges and certificates will be issued. 

 
Fig. 3: Logic diagram of proposes ELMS on Cloud 

C. End Users: 

End user becomes the topmost layer of this architecture. As 

shown in figure Fig 2.1 and Fig 2.2.These are the one who 

are taking actual benefit of this system. This layer becomes 

application layer of architecture. Where end-user can interact 

via internet or browser .This paper intends to develop an E-

learning system targeting for VTU final year M Tech 

Computer Science Students. Role of end users are played by 

student or faculties. Here a student in future can become a 

faculty any faculty willing opt any new courses can become 

student. Faculty and student can enroll their names to sign up 

to ELMS through basic details. And admin has privilege of 

adding and removing the enrolled members. 
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A student enrolled can browse course, choose 

course, purchase course and complete course .An 

instructor/faculty can create course, teach course, sell course 

and evaluate the examination paper. 

D. Third Party Hosting: 

E-commerce makes this architecture more commercial and 

benefits for the investment. University/faculties can earn 

through this proposed ELMS. Payments gateway is created 

between end users and ELMS by third party hosting.WOO 

commerce plug in used in ELMS connects with Insto mojo –

third party accustomed in this paper. This hosting connects E 

learning system with various banks where the end users can 

make payments or shop. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

To implement E-learning and E-commerce on cloud platform 

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud [EC2] is used [14][17]. 

Entire system is implemented and integrated on Amazon web 

server [AWS]. When compared to other commercial cloud 

services such as Google App Engine [18], Microsoft 

Windows Azure[16],Sales force[19] and Rackspace  

[20],AWS has lots of benefits .AWS offers Compute, 

Databases, Networking, and Storage & Content Delivery. 

Amazon can process real-time data streams. AWS provides 

managed NoSQL and relational database services, many 

third-party integrations, and a strong encryption platform. 

Launching instances in AWS: An instance is a 

virtual server, using Amazon EC2 operating system and 

applications that run on instances are configured. Instance is 

launched with Amazon Machine Image [AMI], which serves 

as template for instance, chooses a suitable hardware 

configuration; in this case t2.micro is opted. EC2 instances 

are created and key pair and security group is issued for 

encryption. Key pair includes public and private key. Private 

key is required to launch the instance. 

Connecting to Linux instances using Putty from 

Windows: The public key obtained is downloaded and for 

generating private key from hosting side it’s uploaded to 

putty key generator. Here RSA algorithm is used. Choose a 

passphrase for more authentication purpose. Login to putty 

using username as EC2-user and passphrase which redirects 

to Open SSH client. 

CMS is integrated to the cloud using SSH client. The 

ELMS designed and developed in this CMS. For e-commerce 

set up, woo commerce is installed to ELMS. To link E-

commerce with payment gateway woo commerce is hosted 

via third party (i.e insto mojo .) 

Insto mojo creates checkout API connecting with 

woo-commerce of ELMS .Where students or customers can 

do their payment from any of the banks using credit/debit 

cards. 

Permalink settings are changed to post type for the 

integration purpose. Scalability for Indian bandwidths done 

by third party. ’VIMO’ which provides scalability for 

different bandwidth. This third party sector focuses on 

bandwidth rather than location .Thus making the content or 

videos scalable for any location. 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

E learning system, An Academic framework for VTU M 

Tech final year CSE student was successfully deployed using 

cloud. ELMS architecture was introduces integrated with 

various components including third party sector. Cloud 

Database had made framework more flexible feasible than 

previously   developed frame works in client/server [3][5]. 

Potential importance of cloud in academic sectors is 

 Allows students to study from different places. Student 

can represent university from various locations. 

 Since all the resources are entangled in cloud it becomes 

easier for student to access the content update or edit. 

 E-commerce gives wide opportunity to faculty or 

students to share or sell their resources for the target 

pupils. This framework also focuses on commercial 

benefits for students, researches, faculties organization. 

No need of crash recovery, since all learning materials 

are stored in the cloud .If end users computer spoils it can 

be accessed from any other internet supportive devices 

 No need of crash recovery, since all learning                      

materials are stored in the cloud .If end users computer 

spoils it can be accessed from any other internet 

supportive devices. 

 High availability: data and services publicly available 

without leaking sensitive information. And can be 

retrieved from any location 

 This framework also focuses on commercial benefits for 

students, researches, faculties organization. 

 Large number of data, learning resources can be stored, 

since cloud produce flexible data storage.[14] 

 Cloud provides application as services rather than a 

product itself, so initial investment cost is reduced. 

 Cloud based E-learning system allows reusability, 

sharing of knowledge resources among various levels of 

education sector. 

The final outcome emphasis all application/tools 

working suitably & Co-operated with the integrated 

components successfully. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A working framework for academic studies especially 

targeting for M Tech post graduate final year student was 

successfully deployed using Real cloud. This implementation 

shows how the different components of cloud and third party 

hosting co-operated perfectly producing required results. The 

architecture ELMS gives an overview and a base which can 

be implemented more effectively in future. Certain limitation 

of cloud are needed to be solved such as network, stable 

connection is needed, if the connection is unstable than this 

E-learning system may not be effective. Security is also an 

emerging issue since resources are stored where they do not 

have full control. 
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